Host Brc64-AGM says:
<--------- Resume Mission - 10001.26 ---------->

CSO-Temal says:
::checks outside the station with scanners::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::runs internal station scans::

CNS_Toni says:
::Materializes in SB with CO::

OPS_Kerst says:
::checks power systems::

MO_Endo says:
::looks at the CNS and CO:: CNS: What happened?

CSO-Temal says:
SO: check for any other anomalies, possible cloaked aliens, I want to make sure!

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO: Aye sir::

CNS_Toni says:
MO: There was a fight in the corridor, CO is in shock and XO has been stabbed, maybe even dead.

CMO_Tae says:
:: lays on one of the biobeds in SB ::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::runs internal scans of the station::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: The XO is down there too?!

MO_Endo says:
::instinctively grabs a lock on the XO and beams him to sickbay... a little too late though::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::looks at internal station scans for anomalies::

CSO-Temal says:
::crew from Cutlass reports in, acknowledges them::

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: This is Malakbar... release the aliens to me... now.

CNS_Toni says:
MO: Yes, he got in between  CEO and CO when the fight began.

CSO-Temal says:
*CMO*: what is the status of the CO?

OPS_Kerst says:
::I really hate this::

Host ReginS says:
::hears the CSO's voice through the comm. system::

CSO-Temal says:
::hears the Malakbar's hail, frowns::

MO_Endo says:
::looks at both biobeds:: CNS: The CO should be fine but... the XO is dead

Host ReginS says:
::sits up::

CSO-Temal says:
::waits, needs to speak with the CO::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Is growing impatient, prepared to open fire on the station::

OPS_Kerst says:
COM:Malakbar: Please hold.

MO_Endo says:
CO: Are you all right sir?

CNS_Toni says:
::Turns toward CO::

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: I am tired of waiting! Give them to me!

Host ReginS says:
::takes a moment to answer::  MO: No...  I can't be all right.

Host ReginS says:
MO: What's the situation?

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: sir, all the aliens beside their leader are gone sir, and we are being hailed by the Malakbar, orders sir!  The Malakbar is demanding the alien's release!

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: What should I tell him, I don't think I can Stall him?

CNS_Toni says:
CO:  What happened to CEO Megan, she beamed off the station.

MO_Endo says:
CO: He's ::points to the XO:: dead... and Kara's burned pretty bad, besides that, I don't know

Host ReginS says:
*CSO*: Stall him until I can get there

CSO-Temal says:
OPS: I need orders from the CO, tell him we're having troubles with our COMM system and 
will respond in a minute or two, after we fix it!

MO_Endo says:
CO: Sir, what happened in the corridor?

CSO-Temal says:
*CO*: aye sir

OPS_Kerst says:
COM:Malakbar: Your transmission is breaking up, please repeat.

Host ReginS says:
MO: Do what you can for Lt. Tae

MO_Endo says:
CO: Hold on there

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Growls at the OPS' mockery of them, locks on with disruptors, and opens fire on them three times, and then stops::

CSO-Temal says:
::hangs onto console::  *CO*: I don't think he's very patient sir

OPS_Kerst says:
CSO: Well, that was a bad idea, what next?

Host ReginS says:
::heads out the door, ignoring the MO::

CSO-Temal says:
:::sighs:: OPS: hail the Malakbar!

MO_Endo says:
CO: I seriously wonder if you're fit to return to duty... ::stops as the CO leaves::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: Maybe you can help me out here...

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: I will destroy you all if you do not hand them over!

CSO-Temal says:
::prepares to talk with the Malakbar::

Host ReginS says:
::pushes all thoughts of his wife, son, and the XO out of his mind::

OPS_Kerst says:
COM: Malakbar: This Kootenai Station, please respond.

Host ReginS says:
::arrives in Ops::

CNS_Toni says:
MO: Let him go, he needs to get back to the situations at hand.

CSO-Temal says:
::turns to CO::  CO: we just opened COMM channels sir!

Host ReginS says:
CSO: Let me talk to him

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: WE have communications with the alien, he's not happy.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: he demands the alien!

MO_Endo says:
CNS: Oh, I'm not gonna stop him, I just want to know what happened in that corridor

CSO-Temal says:
::nods to OPS:: OPS: bring him up

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Aye sir ::opens channel to Malakbar::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: What did happen, Toni?

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Decides to head down a different path:: COM: Kootenai: If you give me what I want... I'll give you what you want....

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Channel open, sir.

Host ReginS says:
COM: Malakbar: Why should we turn the aliens over to you?

CNS_Toni says:
MO:  It seems that CEO  kidnapped him for some strange reason it turns out that she was 
really CEO Megan’s clone.

CSO-Temal says:
::slaves CTO's console to his, in case weapons are needed, hopes they aren't::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: So she WAS a clone... what about the real Megan?

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: Your name is... Regin.

CSO-Temal says:
::wonders what the Malakbar is saying::

OPS_Kerst says:
::diverts more power to the shields::

Host ReginS says:
COM: Malakbar: Congratulations.  You know my name

CNS_Toni says:
MO:  She claims to have killed the real CEO.

CSO-Temal says:
*MO*: do you have a status on the CMO Lt.?

MO_Endo says:
::lets a moment pass for it to try to sink in:: CNS: Killed.......?

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Grins slightly:: COM: Kootenai: Yes. THIS one has murmured it several times... 
::Drags the beaten, true, and quite alive CEO by her hair to his side, tugging quite hard::

CNS_Toni says:
MO : apparently another alien was chasing her and ...

MO_Endo says:
::suddenly snaps out of his trance-like state and taps his comm. badge:: *CSO*: She's stable right now sir, burns on 83% of her body

OPS_Kerst says:
::gasps::

MO_Endo says:
*CSO*: She should be all right

CNS_Toni says:
MO:  They both beamed off of the station only after the alien killed the XO.

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Holds the CEO by her hair:: COM: Kootenai: Now... let us have an exchange. Your woman, for them!

CSO-Temal says:
::sighs with relief::  *MO*: thank you Lt.

Host ReginS says:
::pauses only for a moment::  I've already seen your clone.  I ask you again, why should I give up my allies to you?

CSO-Temal says:
::looks at CEO with surprise and joy, hopes it is the real one::

MO_Endo says:
CNS: Never mind, counselor, save it for later ::plops down on a chair::

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::tears pouring down her cheeks::

MO_Endo says:
*CSO*: So, how are things up there, sir?

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: Clone? Ha, this is no clone.

CNS_Toni says:
MO:  ok, for now, just let me know what I can do to help you here.

CSO-Temal says:
*MO*: the CO is negotiating with the Malakbar...very tense

OPS_Kerst says:
::tries to lock onto CEO with transporter::

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::cringes at Malakbar's hold on her::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Pulls out a blade and holds it to the CEO's neck:: COM: Kootenai: Of course, if you don't believe me..... ::Holds the knife there for a moment::

MO_Endo says:
::looks at the CNS:: CNS: Maybe you should help out the CO and the rest in Ops

CMO_Tae says:
:: opens her eyes and looks around ::

Host ReginS says:
::thinks about it for a moment::

MO_Endo says:
*CSO*: Tell me if anything important pops up

CNS_Toni says:
MO:  Yes on my way to Ops:  ::Turns and leaves SB::

CSO-Temal says:
::closes comm. with SB::

Host ReginS says:
CEO: ~~~ Prove to me who you are ~~~

MO_Endo says:
::sighs and closes his eyes:: self: Why her? Why did she have to die?

CEO_Sorvino says:
@CO: ~~~ Tam... it's me... please get me out of here! ~~~

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Narrows his eyes::

Host ReginS says:
::staggers forward, and catches himself::

CSO-Temal says:
::watches the CO in alarm, nears him to catch him if he falls::

MO_Endo says:
self: She was too young... she didn't deserve this

Host ReginS says:
COM: Malakbar: Name your price

OPS_Kerst says:
::watches CO stagger, wonders what's up::

CNS_Toni says:
::Enters Ops, sees CO staggering::

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks at Corzi ::  MO:  Are you okay Lt.?

OPS_Kerst says:
::huh, she must be the real thing, but how did he know?::

MO_Endo says:
::turns to the CMO somewhat startled:: CMO: Oh, I'll be fine... just a matter of time

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: Give me the aliens, or your woman here suffers the same fate as 
your "friend" back on your station... ::Referring to the XO::

CSO-Temal says:
~~~~CMO: are you there Tae, can you hear me? ~~~~

CNS_Toni says:
OPS Kerst: what is the situation here?

CMO_Tae says:
MO:  Are you sure?

OPS_Kerst says:
CNS: He has the CEO and will trade her for the alien, if not she's dead.

CMO_Tae says:
~~~~CSO:  I'm here ~~~~

MO_Endo says:
CMO: Yes, how much time however, I have no idea

Host ReginS says:
COM: If I release them into space, will you release her?

CSO-Temal says:
::smiles::  ~~~~CMO: good....are you feeling ok ::imagines the CMO is lying on a biobed::  so....did you enjoy your nap? ::jokingly:: ~~~~

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Thinks about it for a moment:: COM: Kootenai: ... yes.

MO_Endo says:
Computer: Activate EMH

MO_Endo says:
<EMH> Please state the nature of the medical emergency

CMO_Tae says:
~~~~CSO:  Ha ha...very funny...~~~~

MO_Endo says:
EMH: Stay here, if any of these patients' bioreadings change, notify me

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Makes a tighter grip on the female's hair, to make her cry more so that Captain feels worse and makes a more hasty decision, as does his crew::

MO_Endo says:
::walks to the office and sits down::

Host ReginS says:
::turns to the alien leader::  AL: Get off my station

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::cries out in pain::

CSO-Temal says:
::looks at the alien::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela The Romulan> ::Cleans her blade in the background, getting the greenish-red 
blood of the XO off of it::

OPS_Kerst says:
::looks at CO in shock::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Grins as he hears what the CO says::

Host ReginS says:
<AL> ::sees the look in the CO's face, calls for his ship to transport him out::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: They asked for our protection and we agreed, this isn't right.

CMO_Tae says:
:: tries to sit up but decides against it and lays down again ::

Host ReginS says:
<AL> ::shimmers into nothingness::

CNS_Toni says:
::watches CO in anticipation:

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Makes a slight nod to Neela, and throws the CEO at her:: Neela: Prepare the woman 
for transport...

CSO-Temal says:
CO: do you wish me to release the lock down his ship is currently under sir?

MO_Endo says:
::can't seem to get his mind off Megan and gets up and heads for Ops... and makes sure none of his patients see him leaving::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Frowns:: Malakbar: We aren't going to kill her?

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::falls to her knees::

Host ReginS says:
OPS: Release the alien ship

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: But sir...

Host ReginS says:
OPS: Do it

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CO:  This isn’t right sir.

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Gives Neela a certain look::

Host ReginS says:
::ignores the SO::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: yes sir: Release docking clamps on alien ship::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> Oh... ::Grins evilly and takes the CEO by the neck and "escorts" her along::

CTO_Marek says:
::entering Ops::

CSO-Temal says:
::looks to the SO::  SO: let's hope he has something planned

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: You made a brave, noble, choice, Captain.

Host ReginS says:
#<Alien ship>  ::drifts away from the station::

OPS_Kerst says:
::glances at CSO, and shakes his head::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO:  I have my fingers crossed, but I still don't like this.

CSO-Temal says:
::watches as the CTO enters, slaves his console back to its original position::  CTO: take your 
station Ensign ::points to tactical station::

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: aye, sir.

MO_Endo says:
:;walks into Ops, looking down::

CTO_Marek says:
::checking his console::

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Kootenai: Thank you... ::Cuts the frequency, and has the ship head toward the alien ship::

CNS_Toni says:
::Lowers head, says prayer for CEO::  Thinks this can't possible turn out good:

Host ReginS says:
COM: Malakbar: Now, transport her over here

OPS_Kerst says:
All; So when do we get the CEO?

MO_Endo says:
::looks up when he hears the letters "CEO"::

CSO-Temal says:
::hopes the CEO returns all right::  *CMO*: you might want to prepare Sickbay, the CEO should be coming aboard, I'm sure she'll need a full medical to check for injuries and possible implanted devices

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Doesn't respond to the hail, is going to when he gets the aliens, moves the ship into transporter range of the alien ship. Thinks: "When I get the aliens... they get the woman"::

CMO_Tae says:
*CSO*:  I can't do anything right now!

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks at the EMH ::

Host ReginS says:
<Alien ship> #::jumps to warp::

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: Sir, he cut transmission, he double crossing us!

MO_Endo says:
::hears the CSO and runs back to SB::

CSO-Temal says:
::chuckles::  *CMO*: then have the MO prepare it ::knows he will joke with Tae about this::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Eyes widen as the alien ship jumps to warp:: NO! FCO: Follow that ship, maximum warp!

CMO_Tae says:
:: looks around for Corzi ::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Ship comes about, and jumps to warp following the other alien ship, without 
beaming the CEO over to Kootenai::

Host ReginS says:
::unable to believe what he just saw::

MO_Endo says:
::walks in the doors to SB and casually walks towards the office::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sir...the Cutlass...shall we give chase?!

OPS_Kerst says:
ALL: That no good...... he lied to us. I knew he couldn't be trusted.

Host ReginS says:
OPS/MO: Report to the Mustang

Host ReginS says:
CSO/CMO/CNS/CTO: You're with me, on the Cutlass

OPS_Kerst says:
CO: aye sir:: mustang?!::

OPS_Kerst says:
::heads to Mustang::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: aye sir ::gives station to an ensign::  CO: shall we transport over sir?!

Host ReginS says:
::nods to the CSO::

CNS_Toni says:
::Heads for Cutlass::

Host ReginS says:
SO: You're with us

CSO-Temal says:
::sets up transporter, activates and beams them all to the Cutlass's bridge::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CO: Aye sir.

MO_Endo says:
::heads to the Mustang::

Host ReginS says:
::takes the helm of the Cutlass::

CSO-Temal says:
::goes over and activates console::  CO: I'd suggest Red Alert sir!

CNS_Toni says:
:: Takes seat on bridge of Cutlass::

OPS_Kerst says:
$::arrives at Mustang, starts her up as he waits for MO::

CTO_Marek says:
::preparing myself for worst condition::

MO_Endo says:
::gets to the Mustang and walks in::

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: Hold on I'm Following the Cutlass

Host ReginS says:
::pilots the Cutlass away from the station::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::activates sensors on the cutlass::

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: Ok, you pilot her, I'll take weapons ::takes a look at the weapons array::

Host ReginS says:
CSO: Get me a trail to follow

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: Aye Sir.

CSO-Temal says:
CO: working on it sir ::tracks down warp trails::

CNS_Toni says:
CO: are you all right sir? do you really think we can get her back?

OPS_Kerst says:
$COM: Cutlass: This the Mustang, should we lead or follow you?

Host ReginS says:
COM: OPS: Follow us out

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: She's a nice ship, huh?

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: Yeah, I've wondered what this baby could do. Let make the CO jealous he's on the 
Cutlass

CSO-Temal says:
CO: sir, I'm sending the ship's warp signatures to you now, you can just follow them ::lays out a course for the CO::

Host ReginS says:
::pilots the ship on a pursuit course::

CSO-Temal says:
SO: keep a good lock on those warp signatures!

Host ReginS says:
::engages at max. warp::

OPS_Kerst says:
$::Follows Cutlass to warp::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO: Aye sir.

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::continues scan of warp signatures::

CTO_Marek says:
::verifying weaponry status::

CSO-Temal says:
*ME*: give us all the warp power you can muster!

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: how’s the weapon on this thing?

MO_Endo says:
::begins running a check through all the systems::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Is off the aft side of the other alien vessel as they chase it, continuously firing on them::

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: 2 torpedo launchers, one micro torpedo launcher and a bunch of phaser arrays

CSO-Temal says:
CTO: prepare to take us to red alert on the Captain's orders!

CSO-Temal says:
::begins tracking the other ships::

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: right away sir

Host ReginS says:
CTO: Take us to red alert.  Power up weapons and shields, and prepare to fire

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: Good, we'll need it all to fry that ... guy.

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: Pretty nice, I'd say

CTO_Marek says:
::holding his fingers nervously over the console::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: I'm tracking the alien ships now ::sends coordinates::

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, sir. Red alert engaged

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::On the bridge, monitoring the entire battle situation, throws the CEO into a wall, and takes out her blade... toying with the CEO:: Y'know, about an hour ago... I 
slide and diced your XO with this thing...

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Sighs as he hears Neela toying with the CEO, but continues to have them open fire on the other alien ship, trying to force them out of warp::

MO_Endo says:
$::powers up all the weapons::

CMO_Tae says:
:: prepares SB for casualties and sits down ::

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::recovers from the impact, backs up into the corner like a scared animal, hands around her tummy to protect the baby::

OPS_Kerst says:
$::plots intercept::

OPS_Kerst says:
$COM: Cutlass: How do you want to play this CO?

FCO_Hicks says:
::Sits in the command chair of the Cutlass::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Sighs at the pitiful female:: You are as bad as the Vulcan freak...

Host ReginS says:
COM: Mustang: Play it full throttle, no mercy

CSO-Temal says:
::widens sensor range to keep the alien ship's on scanners::

OPS_Kerst says:
$COM: Cutlass: just Malakbar, or both?

MO_Endo says:
COM: Cutlass: How much longer until we engage the... others?

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Continues to fire on the alien ship::

CTO_Marek says:
::watching at the console::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Bends down beside the cowering CEO:: You are nothing, woman... just a pawn...

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO: I'm detecting weapons fire from Malakbar's ship.

CSO-Temal says:
SO: it's likely.....he goes through all that trouble only to risk killing the aliens ::sighs::

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::whimpers:: Please don't hurt me...

CSO-Temal says:
::sensors detect a power failure at the CTO's console, frowns::

MO_Endo says:
$COM: Cutlass: Hello? How much longer? The sensors here aren't exactly the best in the fleet

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO:  I still hope this turns out better than it started sir.

CSO-Temal says:
*ME*: get an engineering team up here stat!

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: trying to compensate the power failure. 

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: Get ready I’ll take us down his starboard side. Between him and the alien.

CSO-Temal says:
::scanners go crazy::  CO: sir, we're within weapons range!

CTO_Marek says:
CSO: CSO: Activating backup system, sir

Host ReginS says:
COM: Mustang: Follow my lead

OPS_Kerst says:
$COM: Cutlass: Aye Sir.

Host ReginS says:
::reroutes weapon controls to his console, and locks them out from all others::

MO_Endo says:
$COM: Cutlass: Ok then, sir ::nods to OPS::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Grins and stands up:: "Please don't hurt me"? Must be a typical comment 
among Starfleet officers... ::Laughs again:: "Please don't hurt me..." hahahaha...

Host ReginS says:
::fires on Malakbar's ship::

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Grips onto his seat:: Them, again!

CTO_Marek says:
::still can't use the console::

MO_Endo says:
$::targets weapons and fires at Malakbar's ship::

Host Malakbar says:
@ CTO: Fire aft weapons on them, but continue fire on the others!

CTO_Marek says:
CO: Aye, sir

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::backs further into the corner, tears streaking down her cheeks::

Host ReginS says:
::fires only to disable::

OPS_Kerst says:
$::Takes evasive action, but continues to close::

CSO-Temal says:
::scans the Malakbar for any shielding weak points::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <CTO> ::Begins to fire on the other Fed. ships, and then continues fire on the alien 
vessel::

MO_Endo says:
$::shooting for the weapons array with every torpedo and phaser array he has::

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::hopes the CO can hear her:: ~~~ Tam, please help me! ~~~

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Falls back as the ship rocks under continuous fire::

CNS_Toni says:
CO: shouldn't you try to communicate with him again?

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Curses, and gets back up::

Host ReginS says:
::hears Megan's voice in his head, fires more aggressively::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Comes up beside Malakbar:: Malakbar: What are you doing? Deal with the 
Starfleet vessels! Forget the aliens!

MO_Endo says:
$::begins targeting propulsion::

CSO-Temal says:
CO: we don't want to risk injuring the CEO sir, I'll transport her as soon as their shields drop!

CNS_Toni says:
CO: Sir, remember if you destroy the ship, you'll never see Megan again.

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Elbows Neela in the stomach and sends her back somewhat:: Neela: No, they are mine! Forget Starfleet!

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: Get all the excess power you possibly can to the phasers!

Host ReginS says:
::nods to the CSO, ignores the CNS::

OPS_Kerst says:
$::maneuvers for better shot at engines:; MO: Blast him!

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Grits her teeth, and in her anger, goes over to the cowering CEO, and slaps 
her:: Pitiful Starfleet!

OPS_Kerst says:
$::Reroutes all available power to weapons::

CSO-Temal says:
::sets up a transporter to beam the CEO over as soon as the Malakbar's shields drop::

MO_Endo says:
$::fires super-phasers on the propulsion systems of Malakbar's ship::

CMO_Tae says:
:: walks onto the bridge of the Cutlass ::

CEO_Sorvino says:
@::curls up in an effort to protect herself::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <CTO> ::Is caught in an explosion from a console in the back as the weapons continue to bombard the ship::

CSO-Temal says:
CNS: what is the CO's status...is he mentally fit?  ::worried about the CO::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <CSO> ::Takes over the CTO's place, and continues to fire at the alien ship::

CSO-Temal says:
FCO: sir...the CO!

CNS_Toni says:
CO: Sir, get a hold of things, think like a captain, not a husband.

MO_Endo says:
$::tries to finish off propulsion with a few micro torpedoes straight into it's heart::

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  Sir, you are acting irrationally, and I'm assuming command.

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO:  This is not looking good sir.

CSO-Temal says:
CTO: we might need security, get them up here!

Host ReginS says:
::ignores the FCO, continues firing::

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: nice shot, try for the shields, we need to get the CEO off before we waste this slug.

CSO-Temal says:
<Sec> ::enters bridge::  FCO: security here sir!

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: I agree ::suddenly changes his focus to the shield generator::

FCO_Hicks says:
*Security*  To the bridge immediately!  ::Knocks the CO out of the Chair::

CNS_Toni says:
CO: You are not acting rationally, relinquish command to FCO.

OPS_Kerst says:
$::Swings Mustang around for a better shot::

CSO-Temal says:
<Security>  ::gives the CO a hypo to calm him down and carries him down to Sickbay::

Host ReginS says:
::on the floor::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The Captain falls to the floor, and three security officers surround him.

FCO_Hicks says:
*Security*  Apprehend the CO.

Host ReginS says:
::pushes security away::  FCO: Don't make me leave the bridge

OPS_Kerst says:
$::Thinks, man this little ship handles like a dream::

MO_Endo says:
$COM: Cutlass: What's going on there guys? How come we're doing all the shooting?

Host ReginS says:
FCO: I'm begging you

CSO-Temal says:
<Security>  ::waits for the hypo to calm him::  CO: you need to come with us sir!

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  You can stay.  Security:  Keep him restrained.

MO_Endo says:
$COM: Cutlass: You guys, the Mustang is a good ship, but we need your help!

CSO-Temal says:
<Security> ::takes the CO to the Captain's chair::  CO: you can sit here and watch sir!

CSO-Temal says:
FCO: orders sir?!

CNS_Toni says:
:;Turns to CO:: CO: we'll get her back, soon.

Host Brc64-AGM says:
ACTION:  The alien ship explodes.

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Continues fire of the aliens:: They... will... not... escape...

OPS_Kerst says:
$::evades fire from Malakbar’s ship::

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Take the CONN.

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Is thrown around by the explosion::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Curses as she realizes that the shields went down::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::takes over science station::

CSO-Temal says:
SO: you have science ::walks over to the CONN::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
CSO: Aye Sir.

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: That does it, as soon as the CEOP is safe I will kill that slug, if you don't first.

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Presses a command on his chair:: <Computer> Self-destruct activated, 5... 4... 3..

CSO-Temal says:
::sits down and continues pursuit::  FCO: do wish to fire sir?!

MO_Endo says:
$OPS: Their shields are down! Initiate transport now!

SO_Talac_Zal says:
::scans for CEO and tries to get a transporter lock::

Host Malakbar says:
@ COM: Mustang/Cutlass: It is.... finished.

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Fire.

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: On it:; transports CEO to Mustang::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Neela> ::Grabs a hold of the CEO as she is being transported::

CSO-Temal says:
::transports CEO and hopes she comes::

Host Malakbar says:
@ <Computer> 2... 1...

CSO-Temal says:
::beamed CEO to the bridge::

CEO_Sorvino says:
$::collapses on the floor of the Mustang's transporter pad::

CSO-Temal says:
FCO: the Mustang has the CEO!

MO_Endo says:
$::turns around:

OPS_Kerst says:
$MO: Check her out, your the doctor.

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Status?

MO_Endo says:
$::walks to Megan:: CEO: Are you all right?

Host Malakbar says:
<Neela> ::Appears on the Romulan, stands up as he sees others:: Oh no...

Host Malakbar says:
@ ::Suddenly, the alien ship explodes::

CEO_Sorvino says:
$::shaking uncontrollably, can't get up::

SO_Talac_Zal says:
FCO:  The Mustang transported two sir.

CSO-Temal says:
FCO: the Malakbar initiated self-destruct sir, and the CEO and Neela are aboard the Mustang!  
Should we head back for the station sir?!

MO_Endo says:
$::kneels down:: CEO: Megan?

OPS_Kerst says:
$:tries to hold control as ship explodes::

OPS_Kerst says:
$ALL: Die scum bucket.

Host Malakbar says:
<Neela> ::Tries to find her blade, but doesn't have it, lunges at the MO, but is thrown against a bulkhead as the other ship explodes::

CNS_Toni says:
CO:  CEO is now on the Mustang; she will be all right now and the baby too.

CTO_Marek says:
::firing weapons as crazy::

FCO_Hicks says:
CSO:  Not yet, I want a damage report on the Mustang and the Cutlass.

CSO-Temal says:
COM: Mustang: do you require assistance?

Host CO_ReginS says:
FCO: Beam me to the Mustang

MO_Endo says:
$::suddenly gets up surprised::

OPS_Kerst says:
$Turns, sees Romulans, tries to beam her off ship::

Host Malakbar says:
<Neela> ::Is knocked out, and slumps on the floor of the Mustang unconscious, mumbling:: I'll kill you all later... just like I killed... that... Vulcan...

MO_Endo says:
$::pulls out a phaser::

FCO_Hicks says:
CO: Why?

Host CO_ReginS says:
FCO: Because my wife is there...  do you need more of an explanation?

CTO_Marek says:
::still firing my phaser::

CNS_Toni says:
::Thinks this was a doozy of a mission::

MO_Endo says:
$::checks to see if Neela is out and sighs with relief when he sees she is::

CSO-Temal says:
FCO: let him go sir ::smiles::

FCO_Hicks says:
CO:  You may go, sir.  CSO:  Return to Kootenai and order the Mustang to do the same.

OPS_Kerst says:
$COM: Cutlass,: Prepare sick bay for one, and brig for one.

Host CO_ReginS says:
::beams to the Mustang::

CSO-Temal says:
COM: Mustang: plot a course for Kootenai and engage at warp 2 ::plots a course and engages::

Host Brc64-AGM says:
<---------- End Mission ------------>

